Proposal Writing
Bids, Tenders and RFQs – how to answer and
look cool.

Agenda
•

•

Introduction: How and why do companies tender?
•
RFI
•
RFQ
•
Evaluation Matrix
•
Audience – Group construction
•
Buying Group and Power Matrix
What do we need to be able to design a proposal?
•
Identify Buyers/Buying Group
•
Get evaluation criteria (“what constitutes success”) / Evaluation matrix
•
Get the top “Winning Themes”
•
Get a budget
•
•

•

•
•

How to decide if we want to propose?
•
Can we do it?
•
Can we win it?
•
Is it profitable?
•
What about the risk?
What does a good proposal consist of?
•
Text, Contents, Graphics, Layout
How to manage the content?
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Get the fears and risks identified
Have proposal team defined, kicked off and manage the writing process (PMO)

Scientific versus commercial: The sort order
Chapters and audiences: The chapters
Management summary
The “Winning Themes”
Risk management and Fix-Price-Proposals
Agile Principle: Never waste the reader’s time (Don’t write wasteful)

What about Fonts, Pictures, Layout, templates, Backgrounds?
Brochures, Certificates and product information
Completeness and Checklists
•
Proposal format correct? Timeline?
•
All documents included?
•
How many copies to submit?
•
Receipt confirmation printed?

How and Why do Companies tender?

RFI – Request for Information
• Helps selecting vendors based on decision criteria
• Reduces complexity for the customer
• Reduces “noise” of not fitting vendors answering to a
RFQ
• Is adding expenditure and costs additional time, too
• Is a solicitation for an introduction to a large number
of vendors
• Depending on the decision criteria being met, the
“winning” vendors are invited to tender

RFQ/ITT - Request for Proposal /
Quotation or Invitation to tender
“With an RFP, proposals are evaluated against multiple
criteria such as price, qualifications and experience,
and the proposed solution or approach. The best
proposal will be awarded the contract and the best
proposal may, or may not, have the lowest price. The
terms proposal and proponent are used specifically
with the RFP process. An RFP is most often used to
acquire services.”
RFP are generally published, so expect competition!

Evaluation Matrix

The audience of a proposal

Buying groups and Power Matrix
• Today, decisions are often taken by groups, not
individuals.
• The persons involved may have different
motivations:
•
•
•
•
•

Cost
Technology preferences
Sympathy for one vendor
Users
Etc…

• Together they form a buying group

Each one to his liking…

A good job for the sales person
• Who are the members of the buying group and what is their
role (consider painting a power matrix).
• What constitutes success for each of these members? Identify
the “winning themes” for the proposal.
• What are their concerns and how do they see the risks
associated with the investment?
• What budget can and will the client dispose of? Consider
looking into the published figures to find out, what would be a
sensible percentage…
• Check that all info is handed over to PMO or the proposalwriting manager in a good form (the deal-sheet might be a
good start). Responsibility is with the team after that!

So, now we know – and what now?
• How to decide if we want to propose
• Can we do it? (experience, talent, similar cases, vertical
knowledge, team proximity count)
• Can we win it? (sales relationships count, knowledge about
the buying group, the decision process, the background
contribute here)
• Is it profitable? (Budget versus cost – the time calls for an
opinion of PMO and the branch/team manager
• What about the risk? (Can we identify it, can we mitigate it,
can we calculate a buffer into the offer and plan a contingency
in)

How to win against the competition?
• Responding to the requirements – meticulously bit by
bit and not letting any go unanswered.
• Covering the key factors and “winning themes” but
also the concerns the customer may have. These
come out of the client meetings preparing the
proposal.
• Leveraging our strengths and underlining the
weaknesses of the competition (not necessarily by
throwing mud, but in an indirect form)

The proposal writing process in detail
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Team members of the “proposal development center”
need to collaborate following an iterative pattern
There should be a general proposal directive describing
the look and feel
Every chapter is divided into three parts: The one for
the “manager” (bold big letters & short sentences); the
part for the manager of the specialist (medium sized &
a bit of technical spice) and small print with high
exactitude & detailed information.
Every chapter is its own story
Every figure has a caption and a number
Every chapter points out the fitting “winning themes”
Every chapter takes up a reference to the compliance
matrix, if possible to boost the compliance value
The funnel goes from summary to detail – this is not a
scientific text!

Some additional hints to the writing process
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sentences need to be short, precise and “hit the nail”.
Clarity and logic is key
Run the spell-checker seven times a day
Run the spell-checker seven times a day
Run the spell-checker seven times a day…..
Use the same type font across the proposal
Use the same headline formatting throughout the proposal
Write your chapter solution-oriented, not problem-oriented! “We
arrive at the solution by doing this, that and avoiding pitfalls
like…”
• Give external links and give justification for your assumptions.
Explain by using external studies and link to these if possible.

How to manage the content?
• Write the conclusion first, then give reasons
• Do this for each chapter
• Spend the most intensive effort on the
executive or management summary and have
all stakeholders proof-read it for content and
form.
• Double check, that all winning themes are
considered in the proposal, they can’t be
repeated too often!
• Never write in a wasteful manner (long winded
sentences, complicated words, difficult
explanations…)
• And did I mention the spell-checker?

Considerations on Risk Assessment
• It makes a lot of sense to be honest and share the risk
evaluation with the client, and even the considerations that go
into mitigation of realization risks – if it does not destroy the
trust in us as a supplier.
• We could consider placing a table stating the risks, the
mitigation efforts we see to avoid any negative outcome – and
the assumptions we put into it, or the assistance we seek from
the client
• We could also be open stating the amount or percentage used
as a risk buffer. But this strategy might backfire, as risk
budget turns into margin after successful end of the project,
and clients know that.

Page Layout
• Company style-guides are helpful (fonts,
colors, page layout, structure, texttemplates…).
• Readability is the politeness of the 2000’s!
• Structure is the skeleton of a proposal – it
reflects back on the quality of the company!
• Less text on each page leaves room for
notices, or structuring thoughts
• A ⅓ – ⅔ division is the best!
• Leave enough room for headers and footers.
• Page numbers are a must
• Background pictures are allowed, but need
to be appropriate so they don’t confuse

If it looks good, it must be good!
-Accenture

Printed matter and other paraphernalia
• There is an abundance of niceties that people use as “filling material”:
brochures, product descriptions, certificates, etc. These bits belong into the
appendices – under no circumstance into the body text or, even worse, at
the beginning of a proposal.
• Company descriptions need to be concise and need to be related to the case
at hand, or give a reason for the client to choose the company. General
blurb is counter-productive. It goes into the appendix or the back of the
proposal. We start with the management summary!
• Agile principles apply: do the important stuff first. Important is, what the
client thinks is important. We offer this solution, consisting of these
building-blocks at that cost, bringing you this benefit, and that ROI at that
TCO. You like it? Continue reading! You don’t? Well, check back with
our sales….

Things to check at the end
• Are all formats correct? Headers and footers correct, pages numbered? Do
all figures have captions? Do we have the latest changes considered in the
pricing and the tables entered correctly?
• Did we fill out the compliance matrix/document completely?
• Did we provide all necessary proofs (insurance, certificates, …) in the
appendices?
• Did we include all documents necessary?
• Did we print out a confirmation of receipt (stamp/signature as well as
customer name and address, time and date, so it can be proven to be
handed in in time)?
• Do we have enough printed copies and are commercial and technical bits
separate (if that is required)?
• Do we still have time to drink a tea, before starting without haste?
• Then we are better than 99% of the vendors!

And never forget…

